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GALLOP: GlobAL feature fused LOcation
Prediction for Different Check-in Scenarios
Yuxing Han, Junjie Yao, Liping Wang, Xuemin Lin
Abstract—Location prediction is widely used to forecast users’ next place to visit based on his/her mobility logs. It is an essential
problem in location data processing, invaluable for surveillance, business, and personal applications. It is very challenging due to the
sparsity issues of check-in data. An often ignored problem in recent studies is the variety across different check-in scenarios, which is
becoming more urgent due to the increasing availability of more location check-in applications.
In this paper, we propose a new feature fusion based prediction approach, GALLOP, i.e., GlobAL feature fused LOcation Prediction for
different check-in scenarios. Based on the carefully designed feature extraction methods, we utilize a novel combined prediction
framework. Speciﬁcally, we set out to utilize the density estimation model to proﬁle geographical features, i.e., context information, the
factorization method to extract collaborative information, and a graph structure to extract location transition patterns of users’ temporal
check-in sequence, i.e., content information. An empirical study on three different check-in datasets demonstrates impressive
robustness and improvement of the proposed approach.
Index Terms—Location Prediction, Geographical Closeness, Trajectory Data, Check-in Behavior Analysis,
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I NTRODUCTION

W

E have witnessed a stunning availability of smart
devices in recent years. With these devices’ easy
carrying and always online capabilities, nowadays lots of
users are getting used to ‘check-in’ their mobility activities
on many popular services and applications, i.e., report their
location and reviews from their smart phones or other
digital accessories. Representative check-in applications include Foursquare, Yelp, and general social platforms like
Facebook, Twitter and Weibo.
A check-in heat map of one thousand users in Beijing
is shown in Figure 1. We choose a social media check-in
dataset and visualize these users’ check-in locations. It is
apparent that there exhibits an impressive check-in pattern
across prominent places like CBD, airport and tech parks.
Users’ check-in activities present a unique angle into their
life, and the distribution patterns reﬂect their interest and
preference. In recent years, the value of check-in data have
been demonstrated in many applications, including but not
limited in mobile advertising, promotion recommendation,
trafﬁc management and social surveillance [1], [2], [3], [4].
Behind the check-in data processing, location prediction [5], [6], [7] is a fundamental task. However, it is very
challenging due to the check-in data’s inherent characteristics. First, Sparsity: There is a large possible space which
users can visit, but in fact they only cover a small set of
the places [8], [9]. Second, Heterogeneousness: Location data
consists of different kinds of features, i.e., the location, text
and temporal information.
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Fig. 1: Users’ Check-in Heat map in Beijing
The recent emerging trend of more and more check-in
applications makes the prediction problem complex. It leads
to the third and usually ignored but becoming more difﬁcult
challenge, which we will focus in this article, i.e, Variety. The
check-in activities in different applications are not following
the same patterns. A growing dataset of different kinds of
users’ trajectories and mobility records become available
[10], [11], [12]. For example, local area check-ins in speciﬁc
App are intense in users’ home and ofﬁce routines. In
contrast, travel logs are able to cover a much larger scope
and usually very sparse.
Figure 2 shows the difference of time/distance gap between consecutive check-ins within each check-in log. We
choose three kinds of check-in scenarios, i.e., Foursquare as
local check-in, micro-blog as log sharing and Yelp as place
reviewing. The time/distance gap of consecutive check-ins
in a check-in log is aggregated and compared. The check-ins
in micro-blog and Foursquare follow similar patterns. They
exhibit varying but smaller distance span, and the time gap
is shorter, compared with Yelp reviews. Under the similar
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approach is similar to recent introduced density model [15],
but we improve it with new indexing and granularity
organization methods, guaranteeing its ﬂexibility. In the
collaborative feature, we resort to the de facto factorization techniques to model the other users’ check-in logs
and supplement it with a weighted version. In the content
feature, we transform users’ consecutive check-in sequence,
i.e., transition patterns of the check-in sequence into a graph
representation, and extract these attributes’ closeness with a
Random Walk with restart model.
To conclude the contribution of this paper, we summarize the following ones:
•

Fig. 2: Time v.s. Distance Gap of Different Consecutive
Check-ins
check-in distance gap, the micro-blog check-in has slightly
but impressively longer time gap. Different time gaps reveal
varying mobility patterns of interest or preference.
Though some recent work [8], [9], [12], [13] pay attention to these check-in behavior differences, the inherent
variety between these check-ins and their affect to location prediction is usually missing. State of the art location
prediction methods can be categorized into three lines, i.e.,
collaborative feature based [14], spatial feature based [15],
and fusion feature based [16], [17]. Collaborative feature
based approaches utilize the Collaborative Filtering or factorization methods to cope with the sparsity challenge but
they are sensitive to spatial features. In contrast, spatial
feature based methods use the gravity and locality closeness measurements to ﬁt into the location setting, but are
usually difﬁcult to generalize the temporal and other related
features. The feature fusion approach shows the advantage
of feature combination to deliver improved accuracy. In the
later parts of this article, we will show that existing predication methods can not be directly applied to all check-in
scenarios, where their performance vary greatly. Empirical
details can be referred to Section 5.
In this paper, we propose a new feature fusion approach,
i.e., GlobAL feature fusion for LOcation Prediction (GALLOP), to cope with the variety problem in location prediction. To improve the applicability of location prediction approach, We utilize several kinds of features and discuss their
different characteristics in the variety of check-in scenarios.
Three classes of features are used in GALLOP: context
feature(geographical aspects), collaboration feature(users’
latent interest space) and content feature(places’ description
attributes). We introduce intuitive ways to model these
check-in features and then formalize a combination framework to deliver the predicted target places to end users.
The proposed GALLOP prediction approach is not only
general over different check-in scenarios but also comprehensive of different features. In the context feature, we design a multiple granularity model to proﬁle the geographical
closeness. We select the predicted candidates based on the
combination of local district, local city and state scales. The
weights of each scale are learned from training data. This

•

•

First, we investigate the difference of several representative check-in scenarios from the spatial and
temporal aspects. We argue that these varying checkin scenarios ask for more general location prediction
methods.
Second, we demonstrate the combination power of
location features in a novel angle. We not only utilize
the different classes of context, collaboration and
content information, but also factorize them in a
new way to improve the prediction robustness and
generality.
At last, the extensive study over several real datasets
reveals the improvement and advantage of our approach. We provide an empirical study with several
competition methods. Detailed experiments show
the different behaviors of the prediction methods,
and prove that the general location prediction approach is a better choice to tackle the location prediction challenges.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. We
ﬁrst discuss the check-in characteristics and the approach
preliminaries in Section 2. We then illustrate the check-in
features in Section 3 and provide the prediction method
details in Section 4. The empirical study is presented in
Section 5. We proceed to review the related work in Section 6. At last we conclude this paper and outline the future
directions.

2

P RELIMINARIES

This section ﬁrst presents the data characteristics of different
check-in datasets and then lists the notions used in this
paper.
2.1

Check-in Activities Analysis

Three large real check-in datasets are chosen in this paper,
as we introduced in Figure 2.
•

•

Foursquare1 : the online check-in records collected
within the areas of New York. Foursquare is a unique
check-in service and used to report users’ position
with comments [10].
Yelp2 : the online business review records, supporting
user-contributed reviews about local businesses.

1. http://foursquare.com
2. http://yelp.com
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TABLE 1: Check-in Data Statistics
Foursquare
Yelp
Microblog

•

#Users

#POIs

#Categories

#Check-ins

User-POI density

Time Span

32,421
80,789
11,191

41,663
33,986
48,318

354
754
253

399,034
495107
158,628

1.14×10−4
4.62×10−4
2.21×10−4

May. 2008 to Jul. 2011
Apr. 2009 to Jan. 2015
Dec. 2011 to Nov. 2013

Micro-blog3 : Here we extract check-in logs from Sina
Weibo, which is one of the most popular micro-blog
platforms. Of its hundreds of millions of users’ life
records, lots are check-in logs.

These three check-in datasets span from the check-in
service, reviewing website to micro-blog platforms, covering
a diverse set of different check-in behaviors. We carefully
select them based on the respective scenarios of check-in
services. Table 1 shows the statistics of these datasets. Each
dataset has tens of thousands of users and POIs. The userpoi density in the user-poi matrix is very low, in a range of
10−4 .
In addition to the time gap v.s. distance gap distribution
shown in Figure 2, we also provide other check-in difference studies. We sort each user’s check-in record based on
the chronological date order, and generate the trajectories.
We analyze the spatial-temporal patterns of users’ check-in
activities and show the following CCDF( Complementary
Cumulative Distribution Function4 ) plots of time and distance gaps in Figure 3,4.

Fig. 4: Time Gap Distribution in Consecutive Check-ins

the prediction methods should be tailored. However, most
of current location prediction methods are not general for
these different kinds of check-in scenarios [11].
This paper proposes a novel and general solution to
cope with varying scenarios. The basic motivation of the
proposed approach is that, by carefully design the feature extraction and combination approach, we can include
varying requirements of different scenarios and provide
a general solution for the location prediction problems,
ﬁnally improve the prediction performance under different
scenarios.
2.2

Deﬁnitions

The notations used in this paper are listed in Table 2.
TABLE 2: List of Notations
Fig. 3: Distance Gap Distribution in Consecutive Check-ins
It is shown that, micro-blog data has the slowest decreasing shape, both in distance and time dimensions, meaning
that micro-blog users have a much larger activity range in
spatial and temporal scopes. In contract, the Yelp checkin activities enjoy a sharp decline in spatial interval but a
slow decline in temporal interval, which reveals that Yelp
users are focusing on speciﬁc restaurant areas. Besides,
Foursquare has a moderate pace in both distance and time. It
shows general check-in activities like Foursquare are more
local than micro-blog records but more active than those
speciﬁc category favors, i.e., Yelp line.
The above data analysis reveals that, different kinds of
check-in activities bring up varying characteristics. User
intention and preference behind these are different. Thus
3. http://weibo.com
4. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cumulative distribution function

Notations
U
L
C
T ru
Cl
R

Explanation
Users
Check-in Places
Attributes/categories
of check-in places
Check-in trajectories of user u
Categories of location l
Users’ check-in matrix,
|U | × |L|

In the setting of location prediction, we focus on the users, POI places and the users’ check-in log, places’ description
information to fulﬁll the location prediction tasks.
We continue to provide the deﬁnitions used in this paper.
Deﬁnition 1 (Check-in).
A user u’s check-in record is represented as a multiple
ﬁelds tuple r = (u, t, l), where t is the time stamp, l is
the location coordinate comprised of (latitude, longitude)
elements.
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Here we assume that φ = {c1 , c2 , . . . , ci , . . . , c|r| } are
the description attributes of check-in places. φl is the set of
corresponding attributes of the location l.
Deﬁnition 2 (Check-in Trajectory).
One of a user’s check-in trajectory is his/her ordered
check-in sequence, represented as {r1 , r2 ,... rn }.
The check-in records proﬁle users’ mobility activities and
have several different classes of features. Though this has
been investigated in recent studies, here we treat and divide
them in a different angle, i.e., global feature combination,
for better clariﬁcation and combination. We list the features
used in this work.
•

•

•

Context Feature: refers to the spatial dimension.
Users’ check-in activities are distributed in a spatial
scope. Nearby places can contribute to the representation of users’ check-in records, especially when the
users visit a focused set of places [9].
Collaboration Feature: refers to the collaborative
dimension. It is contributed from a large group of
users’ records. Similar to the collaborative ﬁltering
formalization in recommendation systems, here the
users’ check-in activities can be reduced into a latent
dimension, representing their collaboration preferences.
Content Feature: refers to the place dimension.
Places are not merely visited by users. These places
have inherent attributes, i.e., categories, text descriptions and other kinds of annotations. We discuss how
the transition between places reveals users’ interest/preference over time. In further, the transition
patterns beneﬁt the closeness extraction of places for
better prediction. In this paper, we use the categories
of the location as its attribute description, and the
details would be discussed in Section 3.3.

On top of the collection of a set of users’ check-in trajectories, the objective of location prediction is to predict users’
future check-in activities, i.e., which places they would like
to visit. For Foursquare/Micro-blog users, predict future
places they will check-in, and for Yelp users, predict future
restaurants they will visit.
Problem Statement[Location Prediction]: The location prediction problem is to predict the preference probability
p(l|u), i.e., a user u to an unvisited place l.
The prediction problem studied in this paper is more
challenging than successive POI recommendation. While
general POI recommendation focuses on estimating users’
preference over POI, successive POI recommendation pays
more attention on most recent checked-in locations to deliver satisﬁed recommendations. The location prediction problem is related to sequential patterns of check-in behaviors
and aims to identify the next place to be visited, given the
target users [11].

3

C HECK - IN F EATURES E XTRACTION

This section investigates the chosen features used in the
location prediction. For each feature, we ﬁrst discuss their
extraction method and the then corresponding characteristics used for prediction.

3.1

Context Feature

Density closeness of users’ check-in logs from the spatial
perspective has received a lot of attention [16]. It has
shown advantage over traditional spatial modeling, both in
ﬂexibility and accuracy. We follow similar motivation and
provide our own design to extract users’ preference from
the spatial aspects.
Concretely, we choose to use kernel density estimation
(KDE)5 to model the individual distribution of position
of location visited by the user, since this non-parametric
can be used with arbitrary distribution and without prior
knowledge of the form for the distance distribution. The
density model is very ﬂexible and useful in the spatial
feature extraction.
We focus on the individual historical check-in sequence
in the following way. Denote L = {l1 , l2 , ..., ln } as the
historical check-in record of a user u where lj = (xj , yj )
records the longitude/latitude of spatial location.
To take advantage of two-dimensional spatial records,
we employ a two-dimensional normal KDE model. The
basic procedure of KDE model in location prediction
consists of two steps:
Step 1. For each user u, we estimate his/her kernel location
density and derive his/her probability over places based on
the trajectories.
n

1
fˆ(u|L, h) =
Kh (l − lj ),
n j=1

(1)

together with
 (x − x )2 + (y − y )2 
1
j
j
, (2)
exp −
2πh
2h
where bandwidth h is estimated as a ﬁxed optimal parameter, based on the density estimation algorithm [18].
Step 2. For a new location l that has not been visited by
user, we derive its to be visited probability as:

Kh (l − lj ) =

n

P (l|L) =

1
Kh (l − lj ).
n j=1

(3)

It is the combination of this place’s density based closeness
to the users’ visited places.
A case study of the context feature selection is shown
in Figure 5. One user’s check-in sequence at Phoenix, Arizona is visualized. With the color degree as the check-in
density, the ﬁgure shows this user’s activity zone and the
corresponding hubs, i.e., home or ofﬁce. It is vivid that the
context features can proﬁle this user’s check-in pattern, thus
spatial preference.
Though the above method seems feasible, due to the
inherent varying check-in behaviors among users, we argue
that a ﬁxed model setting is not applicable in the practical
situation. Besides our discussion of different check-in applications in Section 2, even in the same check-in application,
human-location data where dense urban areas will tend
to have high event density and sparsely-populated rural
areas will have low event density. And, users who are
enthusiastic about social network may tend to have more
5. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kernel density estimation
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R|U |×|L| = U|U |×K × LT|L|×K ,

Fig. 5: One User’s Check-in Heatmap at Phoenix, Arizona
diverse check-in activities than others. Be aware that, the
work in this paper follows in the similar way of [15] and
we go beyond further with new adaptive strategies and
indexing structures.
Here we continue to introduce an adaptive bandwidth
method on top of the basic model. Instead of ﬁxed density
bandwidth, we relax the kernel bandwidth hi for each
location li in check-in dataset. That is to say, hi is chosen as
the distance to the k-th nearest neighbor to li in the training
data in Kh (∗) in Eq 3.
In the actual implementation of density based context
feature extraction, we utilize the quad-tree [19] instead of
tradition R-tree to speed up the kNN processing. A quadtree is usually used to partition a two-dimensional space by
recursively subdividing it into four quadrants or regions.
Different from R-tree, the nodes of a quad-tree will be adaptively split only when enough points are located within the
corresponding region. As the check-in distribution might be
highly skewed, quad-tree can achieve a better performance.
3.2

Collaborative Feature

We ﬁrst list the deﬁnition used tin present the collaborative
features with user and check-in places.
Deﬁnition 3 (Check-in matrix).
A check-in data matrix R|U |×|L| is the historical checkin data of a user set, in which each entry represents the
check-in frequency (e.g. Micro-blog and Foursquare) or
rating(e.g. Yelp) of user u ∈ U on a location l ∈ L.
The user check-in matrix R|U |×|L| , as shown in Table 1,
is fairly sparse. Compared with 10−2 density in content
rating or web recommendation problems [20], here the 10−4
is very challenging. One necessary step to extract users’
preference interest is to resort to the latent representation,
for the efﬁciency and robustness issues.
Similar to the conventional recommendation problems,
a feasible method choice is low rank matrix factorization to
get users’ latent location interests and then predict future
candidates [11], [20].
Here we formalize the factorization process as a mapping from the raw space with users and places into a joint latent space with dimension K  min(|U|, |L|). Users’ checkin records can thus be modeled as the product between them
in the latent space. That is to say,

(4)

U|U |×K measures users’ location interests over latent space
and L|L|×K represents the locations’ latent space.
The factorization can be usually solved via several candidate methods, such as singular value decomposition. However, due to the large scale and sparsity of R in this work,
it is very prohibitive to directly solve this. With the luck
that the weights in the raw matrix are non-negative, we
resort to the Non-Negative Matrix Factorization methods
to tackle this problem. It is achieved by approximating the
raw matrix by solving the following optimization problem:

min
(Rij − U LTij )2 + λ(||U ||2 + ||L||2 )
(5)
U ,L

i,j

here we use the squared norm of the loss function. The factor
λ controls the regularization power. We choose the projected
gradient descent algorithm [21] to derive the factorization
parameters and then the latent matrices for location prediction.
The probability of a user u to visit the location l, is thus
determined by:

p(l|u)coll ∝ Uu LTl

(6)

The next section will illustrate the details of collaborative feature selection for the combined location prediction
approach.
3.3

Content Feature

We continue to introduce the content features of check-in
records. Lots of current location prediction methods prefer
spatial collaborative features [14], [15]. And other methods
choose temporal or social network information as the supplement sources [11], [16]. However, the rich representation
of check-in places is still missing. Here we discuss a general
way to obtain the content description features.
POI, i.e., places in check-in records are usually annotated
with categories or attributes. Users’ transition pattern from
one place to another one shows the interest ﬂow between
these places. The extracted closeness from these transition
patterns can be used to predict the potential locations that
user will take a visit next.
Here we design a graph structure to organize the place
closeness from the category dimension. and then conduct
the category closeness mining algorithm. We construct a
directed graph G(V, E), where each category is represented
as a node in V . For each pair of consecutive records from
the check-in dataset, there exist several edges in E with
each connecting corresponding categories in the check-in
sequences.
Speciﬁcally, let ri = (u, ti , li ) and rj = (u, tj , lj ) representing two consecutive check-ins of user u, where φi = {ci1 , ci2 ,
. . ., ci|ri | } and φj = {cj1 , cj2 , . . ., cj|rj | } represent li and lj ’s
corresponding categories. Then we connect links between
categories of li and lj . That is to say, we set up connections
between a category pair with one picked from φi and the
other picked from φj .
After the processing, this step brings up a graph representation of the categorical transition of all the users’
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Fig. 6: Global Feature Fusion for Location Prediction
check-in activities. The weight of links can be measured
by the corresponding frequency. Be aware that this step
may introduce the self-loop links, of which the weights are
measured by the self transition.
TABLE 3: Categorical Transitions in New York
Laundry Service
Sculpture Garden
Hobby Shop
School
Academic Building
Game Cafe
Stadium
Vietnamese Restaurant

=⇒ Gym/Fitness Center
=⇒ BBQ Joint
=⇒ Gaming Cafe
=⇒ Gift Shop
=⇒ Hobby Shop
=⇒ Gift Shop
=⇒ Nightlife Spot
=⇒ Sculpture Garden
......

4.2

Table 3 shows the category transition examples extracted from the Foursquare dataset. We construct the graph
structure of place categories from users’ check-in sequences
in New York city and extract the highly frequent category
transition pairs. We can ﬁnd that, users exhibit reasonable
transition patterns. There exist remarkable activities, i.e.,
from the stadium/gym to nightlife spot, the clusters of
hobby/game shop and cafe. With the help of these content
feature patterns, we can improve the location prediction
performance.
After the above check-in feature investigation and the
extraction method discussion, we continue to present the
feature combination methods and location prediction implementation in the next section.

4
4.1

L OCATION P REDICTION A PPROACH
Approach Framework

Figure 6 shows the overall design of the proposed location
prediction approach. As shown in the previous sections,
We use three kinds of check-in features and combine them
in an intuitive way, in which we merge them for a ﬁnal
location prediction score. We employ the multiplication way
to combine the features, guaranteeing the extensibility and
easy tuning.

p(l|u) = pcon (l|u)pcoll (l|u)pcat (l|u)

We continue to discuss the prediction features in this
section. Speciﬁcally, we utilize the locality patterns of context features and propose the improved density closeness
estimation model. We discuss the weighted factorization
method to extract the collaboration feature to alleviate the
sparsity of check-in records. And, we continue to enrich
the content feature in the graph structure and extract the
transition patterns with Random Walk with restart model.

(7)

Context Feature

We continue to present a multi-scale smoothing method,
improving the context feature’s generality performance over
different datasets [15]. An concerning issue of individual
context feature extraction method discussed in Section 3.1 is
the sparsity problem, i.e., for many users, there is relatively
small data, making it difﬁcult to formalize accurate models
of location inﬂuence at individual level. To alleviate these,
we propose to include some smoothing factors into the
feature extraction method. That is to say, combine several
kernel density models of different population levels.
In this work, we design a new model for multigranularities and improve it with new indexing structure
since users who have more activities in the same area are
more like to share more similar check-in behavior than
others.
In the mixture kernel density model for an individual
user u, we include him/her in several different coarse spatial levels, such as city and state. We utilize all the historical
records within high-level areas to generate corresponding
kernel estimators, which can be augmented to the kernel
estimate only from individual data. The formal estimation
for mixture-KDE with k -level is:

pcon (l|u) = Pmix (l|Lu )

=

k

j=1

γj P (l|Luj ),

(8)

where γ1 , γ2 , ..., γk are non-negative mixture weights with
k
u
u
u
j=1 γj = 1. P (l|L1 ), P (l|L2 ), ..., P (l|Lk ) represent estimator contributions from different levels respectively. In the
model training stage, we usually adopt a three-level strategy, i.e., individual, city and state level. It is also possible that
more levels can be constructed, which is a trade-off between
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accuracy and training cost. Inevitably, more levels lead to
more training costs, and better accuracy, but bring up overﬁtting concern.
Under the above assumption, each sample (location) of
historical check-in dataset is independent and identically
distributed, and drawn from the mixture distribution based
on Equation 8. In the inference stage, to ﬁt the parameters of
a mixture of m densities, we pick a random i from {1, 2, ...,
m} where probability of picking i is γi , then pick a sample
according to the density P (l|Luj ).
We choose the commonly used ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm to learn the model
parameters, which is described in Algorithm 1. The
algorithm runs as follows. Based on Eq 1-Eq 3, we ﬁrst
create several KDE models of check-in records on different
granularity levels (Line 1) and perform the initialization
steps for the mixture model (Line 2). In each iteration,
to update the weight γi for each KDE model Mi in
the M-step (Line 4), the E-step calculates the statistical
(m)
(m)
intermediate variables θij and ϕj (Line 3). Then we
determine whether the convergence status is achieved and
decide whether to continue EM steps or ﬁnish the algorithm
(Line 5-6).
Algorithm 1: Context Feature Extraction
1

2

3

Initialize KDE models M1 , M2 , ..., Ms of s different
levels in training set Lu1 , Lu2 , ..., Lus . Annotate Mij as
the visiting probability for location j according to
model Mi ;
(0)
Set the initial estimator γj = 1s , j = 1, ..., s for the
mixture model, and get the initial log-likelihood:
⎛
⎞
|Lu |
s


1
(0)
log ⎝
γj Mij ⎠
W(0) = u
|L | i=1
j=1
E-Step: Get
(m)

θij

(m)
ϕj
4

(m)

γj
= k

Mij

(m)

l=1 γl

|Lu |

=


i=1

Mlj

(m)

θij , j = 1, 2, ..., s

M-step: Update the new estimates:

γjm+1 =
5

6

, i = 1, 2, ..., |Lu |, j = 1, 2, ..., s

(m)
ϕj
,j
|Lu |

= 1, 2, ..., s

Derive the new log-likelihood score function:
⎛
⎞
|L|
s


1
(m+1)
W(m+1) = u
log ⎝
γj
Mij ⎠
|L | i=1
j=1
Return to E-Step if |W(m+1) − W(m) | > δ ; otherwise
ﬁnish the training process ;

After the inference algorithm, we get the context features’ weighting scores and thus the feature representation
for users’ check-in records. It should be noted that this
density based context feature extraction method does not

take the check-in sequence information into consideration.
We would continue discuss the collaborative and content
features used for location prediction. In the next experiment
section, we will report the context feature extraction improvement and its contribution to the ﬁnal fusion approach.
4.3

Collaborative Feature

While the commonly used collaborative feature extraction
method usually delivers a reasonable performance in many
scenarios, it does not perform well in the check-in usage,
which is revealed in our initial study. The causes for the
unsatisfying performance are two-folds. First, the check-in
matrix R is very sparse, i.e., it has many zero items. Zero
check-in record means that the user never visit the corresponding place. This is probably because he/she is not a
fan of that place or his/her location scope is rather focused.
Second, for some rated places, the frequency information
is not enough. In the counterpart representation of movie
or product recommendation, users not only reveal their
favorite items with high ratings, but also their least favorite
items with low rating. However, this situation does not hold
in the case of location prediction, frequency of check-ins
merely imply the conﬁdent level of users’ preference for the
corresponding location, which makes them barely serve as
explicit ratings for locations given from users.
To solve these concerning issues, we propose to design
a re-weighting scheme of check-in matrix R before utilizing
the collaborative feature extraction approach.
Speciﬁcally, for user u and location l, we update the
weights in R as follows:

Ru,l =

1 + log(Ru,l + 1), if Ru,l > 0
1,
otherwise

(9)

,we employ logarithm normalization to smooth the weighted scores.
Then we map the weights in R into discrete ratings
as explicit preferences of users. First, we denote the list of
intervals for a user u as Iu = {1, 2, ..., M }. Then we divide
the open scale of check-ins for each user to M intervals with
equal width, and get the width of intervals wu for user u as
follows:
max(Ru∗ ) − min(Ru∗ )
wu =
(10)
M
,where max(Ru∗ ) and min(Ru∗ ) represent the maximal
and minimal weight in the vector Ru∗ , respectively.
The lower and upper bound of an interval iuk ∈ Iu for
user u is derived as follows:

and

LOW (iuk ) = min(Ru∗ ) + (k − 1) ∗ wu

(11)

U P (iuk ) = min(Ru∗ ) + k ∗ wu

(12)

Finally we set the rates for user u and location l as
the index of the interval which includes the corresponding
weights.
To summarize the above re-weighting process, we ﬁrst
manage to assign zero check-ins with small weights and
non-zero check-ins with larger weights in the check-in matrix R. Then we derive a discrete rating for each userlocation item on top of the new weights. The weighted
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schema reduces the sparsity and alleviate the later fusion
process with other features.
After updating the weight with the rating in R, we
then conduct the factorization process to get the latent
collaborative features for location prediction. We will report
its performance in the experiment section.
4.4

Content Feature

We proceed to present suitable methods to derive the content feature for check-in records. In the new content feature
graph, we utilize the Random Walk with restart algorithm [22] to get the required category closeness scores.
Random walk is an iteration method to update node
scores across the graph. A random walk on a directed graph
consists of a visiting sequence of vertices, from a starting
vertex, for each visit, selects an out edge, traverses this edge
to the new connected vertex, and repeating the visit process.
The commonly used random walk with restart variant adds
a restart option to go back to starting vertex in each step.
After several iterations, the random walk with restart
process will usually converge to a stable state. Then relative
importance of each node can be measured by its stable score.
Considering the directed graph G we built in Section 3.3,
A as its adjacency matrix, r as a preference vector, inducing a
probability distribution over V and λ as the damping factor.
1- λ is the restarting probability. Random Walk vector p over
all vertexes V is deﬁned as the following equation:

p = λ · A · p + (1 − λ) · r

(13)

In the iteration process, a random walk starts from a
node and chooses out edge randomly among the available
out-going edges, according to the edge weights. With a
restart probability (1 − λ), it goes back to a node based on
the weighted distribution in r. After several iterations, node
scores will converge, which is guaranteed in most cases.
If preference vector r is uniform over V , p is referred as a
global random walk vector. For non-uniform r, the solution
p will be treated as a personalized random walk vector. By
appropriately selecting r, the rank vector p can be made to
bias certain nodes [23].
Here in the category transition graph G , to measure
one user’s potential to visit next category, we conduct a
personalized random walk. We model each user with a set
of random surfers over the categorical transition graph.
The initial non-zero starting surfers are assigned by
user’s previous visited category nodes. From these nodes,
the random walk process follows the out-edges based on the
weighed distribution of these deﬁned transition frequency.
After the converge of several iterations, we select top ranked
candidate categories Cu . Be aware that, shown in Table 1, the
size of category nodes is usually not large, thus the random
walk process would not take much time to derive.
The prediction probability of the candidate position l,
given the user u, can be measured by the aggregation of the
corresponding categories nodes’ closeness, derived from the
random walk process.


pcat (l|u) =
sim(c, c )
(14)
c∈T ru c ∈Cl ∩Cu

It is noticed that, the proposed transition pattern extraction method is different from the recent temporal sequence
mining or Markov chain based pattern mining work [24],
[25]. First, we represent the transition patterns in a more
global way, with the help of a graph structure. It overcomes
the limitation of current chain based check-in pattern mining work. Second, we provide a new extended closeness
measurement in a more general form with the help of Random Walk based closeness extraction algorithm. Besides, it
opens the combination space of future different features to
be included. The actual improvement will be shown in the
later experimental study.

5

E XPERIMENTS

In this section, we report the empirical study on three large
real datasets to demonstrate the advantages of our proposed
approach. We ﬁrst introduce the datasets, metrics and baseline methods used in the experiment, then we present the
experiments results.
5.1

Experimental Settings

Dataset Setup. Section 2.1 has already introduced the chosen datasets. Here in the experimental study of model
training and testing, we pre-process the check-in datasets
as follows: Each user’s check-in trajectory is split into two
parts in effectiveness evaluation. The ﬁrst parts are used as
training set and the remaining are testing set and in our
experiments with the default percentage 50%.
Baseline Methods. Several state-of-the-art prediction models are chosen to compare the characteristics and improvements of our proposed method. We select ﬁrst two methods
as the feature oriented baseline and the other three as the fusion oriented competitors, thus we can test the contributions
of features and the fusion power of the proposed GALLOP
approach.
•

•

•

•

MP: It models human location data at an individual
level using density estimation method [15]. Mixtures
of density estimates at different spatial scales are
employed to alleviate the problem of data sparsity.
This method is used to test the performance of basic
context information extraction.
WMF: Weighted Matrix Factorization [20] is an attractive collaborative ﬁltering model applied in traditional recommendation system. It can be used in
POI recommendation which takes check-in records
as implicit feedbacks and ﬁt both nonzero and zero
records in the same way. This method is used to test
the performance of collaboration information.
JIM: This is a joint probabilistic generative model [26] which integrates the effect of temporal,
content and geographical(context) to model users’
check-in behaviors in LBSNs. This model is used
to measure the inﬂuence of temporal factors in prediction performance. In our experiments, the query
time is set to the 48 hours after the most checked-in
timestamp.
GeoMF: This model [14] follows the line of factorization of the user-POI check-in matrix and augments
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(a) Foursquare

(b) Yelp

(c) Micro-blog

Fig. 7: Predication Performance of Different Methods

•

latent space with geographical information. Technically, users’ activity areas and POIs’ inﬂuence areas
are incorporated into their latent factors, respectively. This method is used to test the performance of
collaboration feature based fusion approach.
GeoSoCa This method [16] exploits geographical,
social and categorical correlations for POI recommendation. GeoSoCa models the geographical correlations between different locations by utilizing kernel
estimation with an adaptive bandwidth, and models
both social check-in frequency/rating and the popularity of POI categories as power-law distribution.
To deliver a ﬁnal result, GeoSoCa integrates three
sources of features by product rule. This method is
used to test fusion of different features.

Default Parameters. In the proposed mixture model of
context feature extraction, we set the default value of k to 3
which means we choose the distance of third nearest neighbour and we utilize a 3-level which represents individual,
city and state respectively. To utilize collaborative feature,
we set the default value of latent dimension K to 20. In the
personalized random model for extracting content feature,
the default value of λ is set to 0.85. The default value of the
number of POI predicted for a user is 30.
Evaluation Metric. To compare different prediction implementations, we resort to Accuracy@ , which is a standard
metric in prediction evaluations [27]. Accuracy is crucial, especially for predication scenarios, where most users browse
or consider only the ﬁrst k items.
To compute the metric Accuracy@ , we denote hit@
for a single test case as either the value 1, if the ground
truth POI v appears in the top- predicted locations, or the
value 0, if otherwise. The overall Accuracy@ is deﬁned by
averaging over all test cases:

Accuracy@ =

#hit@k
.
|Dtest |

Accuracy@ measures what percentage of testing check-in
locations can be returned with the highest probability.
5.2

Approach Performance

We ﬁrst report the Accuracy evaluations on three different
datasets individually on Figure 7. As the number of places
to be predicted for the end user grows, Accuracy get higher.

This is intuitive because more predictions we provide, more
places we can cover that users will check-in next.
Apparently, the proposed GALLOP method shows advantages over all three datasets, and the competitor baselines can not win on all. Different baselines get ahead in
different datasets. It shows the generality and robustness of
our proposed approach.
Speciﬁcally, Figure 7a presents the results on Foursquare.
The WMF and GeoMF has the lowest performance in all
three metrics. The MP method can get reasonable improvement respectively. The GeoSoCa and JIM methods are better.
The proposed method GALLOP is on the top. Foursquare is
a speciﬁc check-in service and users report their locations
periodically. The locality factors are more impressive and
geographical inﬂuence plays an important role in the users’
mobility patterns. With those methods favoring the spatial
features, i.e., GALLOP, GeoSocaa and JIM have advantages
in common check-in scenarios. Besides, GALLOP is able to
favor the context features under its ﬂexible feature fusion
framework.
Figure 7b shows the results on the Yelp dataset. The MP
and GeoSoCa methods are falling behind, both of which
are context information lines. Matrix Factorization methods,
such as GeoMF and WMF and temporal method, JIM get
small improvement. The proposed method GALLOP ranks
on the top. Yelp is usually used as a restaurant and related
rating hub. The check-in activities fall into the food category.
The locality factors are relatively small. Instead, the collaborative preference information plays an important role and
GALLOP can better tune different features and deliver the
satisfying results.
Figure 7c displays the results on the Micro-blog dataset.
We can ﬁnd that the feature combination methods have
advantages, i.e., GALLOP method gets top position in
Accuracy metric. Micro-blog is a life recording service.
As a result, the check-in activities vary greatly, since the
check-in records include local behaviors and remote travels.
Though the locality factors and interest preference make the
problem more complex, this experiment demonstrates the
versatility of our proposed approach and shows a signiﬁcant
advantage over the other baselines.
Besides the overall fused prediction performance, we
also test GALLOP’s individual feature extraction performance. Due to the space limits, we report the collaborative
feature extraction comparison. Figure 8 shows the difference
between WMF and our proposed collaboration extraction
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(a) Foursquare

(b) Yelp

(c) Micro-blog

Fig. 8: Performance Comparison of Two Collaboration Extraction Methods
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Fig. 9: Content Parameter Sensitivity
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Fig. 10: Collaborative Parameter Sensitivity
methods on three different datasets. We can ﬁnd that, the
proposed approach has remarkable improvement.
To conclude the effectiveness evaluation studies, the proposed GALLOP approach shows signiﬁcant advantage over
all the other competitors in different datasets. GALLOP has
impressive and stable performance over different datasets,
which are vastly different in check-in characteristics.
The global feature selection mechanism and the adaptive
feature fusion framework is useful to cope with the variance
challenges in the current check-in location prediction tasks.
5.3

Training Ratio

5.4

Parameter Sensitivity

We test the sensitivity of model parameters used in our
approach. Besides the other default values, two parameters

are manually tuned, i.e., the number of nearest neighbors
count k in the context feature extraction and the latent
dimensions K in collaborative feature extraction.
Figure 9 shows the effects of varying k in three datasets.
The context feature component and the proposed approach
GALLOP are included. We can ﬁnd that, different datasets
have their own optimal k to achieve the highest Accuracy .
Larger k value does not promise a better performance due
to the limited activity scope of the individual user. Note that
the performance of Yelp also does not change signiﬁcantly
because context information contributes less in this dataset.
Nevertheless, we also include the experiments of latent
dimension K affects. Figure 10 illustrates the similar phenomenon, though the proposed method looks a bit decline
with more dimensions. GALLOP shows better performance
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(a) Foursquare

(b) Yelp

(c) Micro-blog

Fig. 11: Accuracy Sensitivity under different Training Ratio
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(c) Micro-blog

Fig. 12: Predication Effectiveness, P recision

(a) Foursquare

(b) Yelp

(c) Micro-blog

Fig. 13: Predication Effectiveness, Recall
and general stableness.
These parameter studies demonstrate that the designed
model structure also contributes the proposed method’s
advantage, besides the integration of more features.
We continue to test the models’ training percentage
choice. In the commonly used training/testing setting, we
have ordered users’ check-in trajectory based on the time
order and split a user’s ﬁrst part as training and the remaining as testing dataset. Here we vary the ratio of training and
testing subsets.
Figure 11 shows Accuracy changes over different percentages of training datasets. In general, GALLOP always
exhibits best performance. GeoSoCa and MP methods are
good at low training ratio, while GeoMF and WMF are
preferable at large training ratio. In each dataset, the
Accuracy of GeoSoCa and MP methods would fall with
increasing training ratio. On the other side, the matrix
factorization methods and proposed methods ﬁrst exhibit

an increase and then gradually decline with the increasing
training ratio. Though it may seem wrong at the ﬁrst glance,
the empirical results still make sense. The score changes are
caused by the data drifting phenomenon on check-in data.
That is to say, users don’t provide much repeated check-in
reports in their trajectory and the old data would not beneﬁt
the future prediction.

In the difference of these methods, the spatial inﬂuence
lines methods are not capable for the long trend prediction
and the collaborative factorization approaches are better at
the latent long trend mining. The combination of spatial like
context features, transition based content information and
the collaborative factorization information can beneﬁt the
check-in activity prediction across different datasets. These
results also prove the advantage of the proposed GALLOP
combination method in another perspective.
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5.5

Effectiveness Study

Beside the Accuracy metric, here we include other ones to
systematically reveal the effectiveness and characteristics of
the proposed approach and state of the art ones. We choose
P recision@k and Recall@k to perform more effectiveness
study.
Figure 12-13 present the P recision and Recall experiments individually. As the number of candidate places
grows, P recision becomes lower while instead Recall gets
higher. It is intuitive because more predictions we provide,
more places we can cover that users will check-in next, but
some predicted locations are less possible to be visited by
users and increase the information overload for the end
users.
In accord with the Accuracy study, the proposed GALLOP method shows advantages over all three datasets,
but the competitor baselines can not win on all. Different
baselines get ahead in different datasets. These experiments
show the generality and robustness of our proposed approach. Admittedly, the P recision and Recall scores are
still not very high, due to the scope of check-in scenarios.
To conclude the experimental study, the proposed GALLOP shows advantage in both the model structure and
model input. It has better performance in different dataset
settings and guarantees the usefulness in the parameter
tuning and training process. These make it rather versatile
for many check-in prediction applications.

6

R ELATED W ORK

The location prediction work in this paper is related to
several recent research directions. We brieﬂy review them
as follows:
Check-in Data Analysis: With the availability of more
and more users’ mobility and check-in records in recent
years, the value of check-in data analysis becomes attractive
both in the user behavior understanding and spatial data
processing.
Empirical analysis of user check-in and mobility activities was investigated in [8], [12], [13]. The authors identiﬁed
the scaling shrinkage patterns in users’ mobility activities
and also reported the correlations of these activities with
users’ home and ofﬁce locations. The fact that the users’
check-in activities usually have a high centralized distribution around several hubs is revealed. The inﬂuence of
social network to the check-in activities was discussed in [9].
The authors reported the locality behaviors between home
and ofﬁce like nearby areas are more periodical, and social
network friendship contributes some proportion to long
distance travels.
To cope with the rich check-in data, many spatial enriched techniques become possible. The co-located patterns
and temporal changes were investigated in [28], [29]. Nearest neighbor queries are always attractive in both the spatial
data processing and the recent check-in scenarios. [30], [31]
discussed new scalable methods for the recent trajectory
data tornado.
Check-in data can ignite many new types of applications.
The spatial object tagging problem was illustrated in [32].
Users’ check-in sequence, i.e., trajectory logs can be divided
and extracted. The efﬁcient ways include subset selection

and semantic enrichment [33]. The extraction of local events
was studied in [34]. Location Tagging with social information was proposed in [35] to improve location estimation. To
infer users’ interest and the retail location, human mobility
data from Foursquare were carefully analyzed to understand the popularity of retail store chains in a metropolis
in terms of number of check-ins [36]. [37] discussed the realtime query processing on the micro-blog data.
In this paper, we discuss the mobility differences between several check-in scenarios and reveal their trends
and characters. Then we proceed to design the general and
global feature fusion method of our work.
Location Prediction: Driven by users’ more active checkin behaviors and desire for assistant in their ordinary life,
place recommendation and location prediction methods become an increasing hot topic in the recent years [10], [11].
As we discussed in Introduction, there are several lines of
prediction methods in the location prediction problem.
First category of work is derived from the check-in
data’s inherent distance closeness and spatial distribution
to generate prediction results. For example, in [24], a location feature based method was introduced. [15] extended
a kernel density estimation model to proﬁle the spatial
distribution. These methods follow the hub distribution of
user’s mobility behaviors and always deliver stable results
but the temporal dynamics and various scenarios hinder its
performance to a higher level.
Approaches based on geographical closeness perform the
prediction task by taking advantage of geographical feature
mining. For example, In [38], Jeung et al. combined the
motion function and the extracted objects movement patterns to estimate a moving objects future locations. In [24],
Monreale et al. utilized the trajectory patterns equipped
with temporal information as predictive rules. [28] proposed
a uniﬁed framework to include various temporal tightness
patterns. In these methods, the authors usually deﬁned
a spatial trajectory as an ordered-sequence of locations,
and extract associate rules from historical trajectory dataset
using two different methods. Given a query sub-trajectory,
he choose a best-match historical trajectory based on the
associate rules for prediction.
Besides these data driven trajectory pattern mining,
some generative models were also utilized to infer the
trajectory patterns for better location prediction [25], [39],
[40]. Since here a challenging problem is the data sparsity in
the check-in records. Direct data driven mining usually fails
to provide a robust prediction solution.
In the model training, [41] chose the whole data space
as a set of disjoint square cells. All the locations that locate
within the same grid are treated as the same position. Then
the authors deﬁned the state transition model, and infer
the transition probabilities for later prediction evaluation.
Another way [25] was to take the predictive task as inferring
the cell that the end point of the query trajectory locates.
A formal formula is provided to get the probability of a
particular cell being the destination given a query trajectory.
Another line of prediction work is the extension of
collaborative ﬁltering and feature factorization methods
commonly used in other recommendation tasks [20]. Methods include Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis used in
[42], Matrix Factorization with spatial features proposed
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in [14], and the re-rank metrics guided factorization in [43].
Inevitably, temporal affects of check-in activities were also
investigated in [44].
Feature Fusion based Prediction:The bottleneck of traditional prediction methods are lacking of ﬂexibility to
cope with the noise and sparsity in the location prediction.
Some recent work resorted to feature fusion model for
stable location prediction solutions. In [14], a factorization
method was introduced to include the check-in matrix and
augmented the raw latent space with geographical information. Technically, users’ activity areas and places’ inﬂuence
areas are incorporated into their latent factors, respectively.
Another work exploited spatial, social and place correlations
for location recommendation [16]. The authors modeled the
spatial correlations between different location by utilizing
spatial features, and included both social information and
place attributes for the combined prediction.
By the fusion of multiple features, the recommendation
performance can usually be improved [11]. Besides the
above methods, other general solutions also include the
new model structures. For example, regularity and conformity were discussed in [17], in which the periodical and
abnormal patterns are modeled and combined in a uniﬁed
framework. Recently, a novel embedding method to transfer
the representation of different check-in features into a new
dimensional space was proposed [45].
The approaches proposed in these paper followed recent
feature combination line. However, we focus on the global
solution, in which more scales of features are utilized and
generalized to tackle the variance of different scenarios,
guaranteeing the prediction performance.
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[14]
[15]

7

C ONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a new feature fusion method for location prediction problem. We systematically analyze the
check-in characteristics of different scenarios and propose
to model three categories of features and combine them in a
global way. The geographical, collaborative and categorical
information are all utilized. We propose new models to
include more global features to improve the generality and
robustness of the prediction method. Besides, the approach
is versatile and easy to extend. It shows impressive advantage on different datasets and signiﬁcantly improve the
prediction accuracy.
This research has several interesting future directions. For example, better ways to improve the feature preprocessing stage and design the compact structure to maintain the extracted features. It is also valuable to exploit
the evolving factors in the location prediction. Additionally,
the feature extraction methods we proposed in this work
can be extended to enable incremental updating. And new
comprehensive location prediction and update setting can
be utilized.
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